Theme 1: Just For You

The Mixed Up Chameleon

hide wide kid hid slide
pride eyelid ride bid inside
we there can on your

Vocabulary:

dull not bright or clear
exciting lively and interesting
handsome good-looking
hardly barely, only just
sideways from side to side
sparkling shiny, bright
spotted saw

Get Up and Go

games name became mistake take
flame brake make same snake
which their said if do

Vocabulary:

always all the time
homework schoolwork that is done at home
minutes units of time; sixty minutes make one hour
snuggle hug and cuddle
treat a special gift
Henry and Mudge Under the Yellow Moon

barked  thanked  mailed  finished  licked

painted  remarked  backed  opened  checked

will  each  about  how  up

Vocabulary:

chipmunks  small, striped members of the squirrel family that live underground
picked  gathered with the hands or fingers
sniffing  smelling by taking short breaths through the nose
south  in the direction opposite of north; one of four directions on a compass
woods  forest

Days with Frog and Toad

cried  fried  carried  studied  hurried

tried  copied  replied  worried  married

out  them  then  she  many

Vocabulary:

alone  not with anyone
cheer  make glad
fine  very good
meadow  grassy land
reason  cause
spoiled  ruined
Wilson Sat Alone

sat  flat  gate  state  ate
that  acrobat  fat  create  appreciate
so  same  these  would  other

Vocabulary:

amazing  surprising
clustered  formed a group
gathered  came together
raced  ran quickly
wandered  went from place to place without a plan